
News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke 
 

This month new members Diana Manole (her translator is Adam J. Sorkin), 

Susan (Shoshana) Barak, and  Shirley McCormick; review of On Glassy 

Wings, Poems New & Selected by Anne Szumigalski; news from Di Brandt 

and Jude Neale; Magie Dominic's interview at robmclennan.blogspot; a 

submissions call from Goddess Pages: A Magazine of Goddess Spirituality 

in the 21
st
 Century April 30. We honour the poets, titles, and publishers of 

entries to the 2016 Pat Lowther Memorial Award; but first an update on our 

three chapbook titles which we will launch during the 2016 National Poetry 

Festival at Toronto Harbourfront, June 17-19. Our Breakfast Business 

Meeting and Readings are on Friday, June 17 and "Women and 

Performance: Playwrights and Performance Poets"  Panel from 4 to 5:30 pm 

on Saturday, June 18. (This could change). 

 
Di Brandt will have a new book out (the 30th anniversary re-issue of 

questions i asked my mother, with a tribute essay by Tanis MacDonald).   

Jude Neale will also be on hand to help us celebrate another poetic year. 

She is a Juror for the Pat Lowther Memorial Award. Our two chapbooks are 

underway on Women and Multi-Media: Poetry collaboration /elaborations 

and Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance Poets. Our title on 

Women Mentors/Mentoring Women from the 2015 panel with additional 

materials will also be ready. Heather Spears has confirmed we can use her 

lovely drawings of Dorothy Livesay. Thank you, Heather.  

 

Magie Dominic, Newfoundland writer and artist, received the Langston 

Hughes award for poetry and studied at The Art Institute of Pittsburgh. Her 

memoir, The Queen of Peace Room, from Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 

2002, was shortlisted for the Canadian Women's Studies Award, Book of the 

Year Award-Autobiography with ForeWord Magazine, and the Judy Grahn 

Award.  

 

 



 

 

Her second book, Street Angel, from Wilfrid Laurier 

University Press, a sequel to The Queen of Peace Room, 

was published in 2014 and nominated for Book of the Year 

Award – Autobiography, with ForeWord Magazine. She 

was long listed for the Vanderbilt/Exile Short Fiction 

Award. Her art has been shown in Toronto and New York, 

including an exhibition at the United Nations. She is the 

recipient of five grants, is one of the founding members of 

the Off-Off Broadway movement of the sixties, and a member of The 

League of Canadian Poets. 

 

Books  include: H. M. Koutoukas Remembered by His Friends, 2010; Eco 

Poetry, The League of Canadian Poets, 2009; Belles Lettres/Beautiful 

Letters, The League of Canadian Poets, 1994,  

 

and Cautionary Tales: Giving Voices to the Elders, 

League of Canadian Poets, 2014. Her writing and art 

archives were entered into NYU Fales Library Permanent 

Collection in New York. Her theatre archives, The Caffé 

Cino/ Magie Dominic Archives, were acquired by Lincoln 

Center Library for the Performing Arts in 2011. Both 

collections are open to the public. 

 

 

There is a great new interview, just posted, about her writing and 
what's up next. Jan. 7, 2016, w/ rob mclennan, which is something I want to mention 
in the caucus report.      http://www.robmclennan.blogspot.ca/2016/01/12-or-20-second-
series-questions-with_7.html 
 STREET ANGEL 
www.magiedominic.blogspot.com 
Magie Dominic at Lincoln Center Archives  
twitter @magiedominic  

 
Some sample excerpts follow but please go to rob's blogsite and read the entire interview, 

as well as so many others! If you are interested in sending a pitch for an interview his 

way, contact him via: rob_mclennan (at) hotmail.com and he does accept monetary 

support. 

 
2 - How did you come to poetry first, as opposed to, say, fiction or non-
fiction? 



I began writing poetry when I was in school. I came from what the nuns, and by 
extension the Catholic Church, referred to as a “mixed home”. My father was 
Catholic and my mother was Presbyterian. This was like living in sin and required 
punishment, according to the nuns. Although they needed nothing to justify 
punishment. We were beaten with a leather strap. That’s referenced in Street 
Angel. The “good children” – those not living in sin - got their stories displayed on 
the bulletin board. I’m not certain, but I may have thought that if I wrote 
something short, like a poem, I had a better chance of getting my work 
recognized. Less space on the board. I don’t remember ever being recognized, 
but it could have been something that simple that resulted in my starting out as a 
poet. I did have a poem published in the high school newspaper during my last 
year in school. It was a poem about death. I’m not sure what that was all about. 
Once I graduated I didn’t have to think about the board anymore. 
 
My poetry was very influenced by the anti-war movement of the 1960’s and the 
poets and writers of that era. This was after I moved to New York. I became 
involved with the anti-war movement, the Off-Off Broadway movement and 
writing and reading in coffee houses and churches and demons demonstrations, 
etc. Long answer to a short question. 
 
18 - What made you write, as opposed to doing something else? 
If you mean doing something else in the arts, it may have been because writing 
was easy to carry around, literally, as opposed to a piano or easel. I could put 
paper and pens in my pocket. As far as other forms of work go, I’ve worked at 
other things all my life. I worked as a dresser to opera singers at the 
Metropolitan Opera and New York City Opera and I worked as a dresser on 
Broadway and television. That job supported me for twenty-five years. So in a 
way, I’ve done both all my life. 
 
20 - What are you currently working on? 
 
I’m working on a manuscript that covers a window of time between 1960 and 
1969. It will be a sequel to both Street Angel and The Queen of Peace Room. I 
touch on that ten-year period in both books but I want to expand on the people I 
saw and the stories - the violence and creativity, the enormous joys and 
unbelievable tragedies. The amazing people I worked with and read with, and 
experienced - stag- managing Bette Midler and working with Bernadette Peters. 
Poetry readings with Peter Orlovsky and Moondog and Allen Ginsberg. 
Encountering Andy Warhol. Working with Tom Eyen, Sam Shepherd, Lanford 
Wilson, Joe Cino and an endless list of people at a small caffé theatre called The 
Caffé Cino. The Cino shaped who I am. 
 
Those years for me were combined with the antiwar movement, with readings 
and peace demonstrations, civil rights marches, and political poetry. I was an 
impostor for the television show, "To Tell the Truth". I received the Langston 
Hughes Award for poetry, and I saw people die on the street from heroin 



overdoses. Somewhere in there I worked for Air Canada and for an interior 
design showroom. I also worked at the Lighthouse for the Blind and worked with 
blind children. 
 
It seems like complete science-fiction – except I have documentation. Anything 
was possible. A man walked on the moon! I’m writing about that decade and the 
people I knew, what I saw, and how I lived it. That’s what I’m working on. 
 
Read More at: 
 
rob mclennan's blog: 12 or 20 (second series) questions with Magie Dominichttp:// 
www.robmclennan .blogspot.ca/2016/01/12-or-20-second-series-que...10 
 
 
 

The Anne Szumigalski Memorial Lecture is an annual event at the League 

National Poetry Festival and is so-named to commemorate an award-

winning Canadian poet (1922 –1999). The prize-winning essay is published 

in Prairie Fire. The Anne Szumigalski Lecture Series was proposed by 

Regina poet Paul Wilson in the year of her death. Among the recipients are 

Don McKay, Marilyn Bowering, Anne Simpson, Glen Sorestad, and Robert 

Currie. Among her many awards were two nominations for the Governor 

General’s Award for Poetry, and one winning nomination (for Voice, 1995), 

a Founder’s Award from the Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild, Woman of the 

Year for 1988 (YWCA), and the Saskatchewan Order of 

Merit. 
 

Review of On Glassy Wings, Poems New & Selected by 

Anne Szumigalski (Regina, Saskatchewan: Coteau Books, 

1997) 222 pp. paper. 

 

This collection contains an Afterward by the poet, a 

precious gift to the present reader. She explains that a long 

poem Wild Man’s Butte that she co-wrote with Terrence 

Heath has not been included. However, selections from all her other 

published books do appear. For her, poetry was at the rarefied peak of a 

mountain. She reflects on her then forty-one years of writing as well as some 

of her favourite reading materials, since Blake’s Songs of Innocence was 

read to her as a child. She adapted to the Canadian prairies when she moved 

from Europe to Saskatchewan, in 1951 (the year when I was born).  

 

  



 [H]ere was a land where poetry could be written, spoken, and sung for 

 its own sake. It was not so much the land...but this extraordinary sky, 

 a sky which has no limits but those the poetic mind cares to put on it. 

 (pp. 211-212) 

 

Certainly, I share that approach, given my own The Beginning of the Sky. 

Anne praised my work when it was nominated for the 1986 Alberta Culture 

Award,  

 

 [It] shows a carefully and acutely observed world with a trace of the 

 autobiographical that is moving, haunting, painful. Her language...is 

 local and fresh. [It] brings to light some interesting work...a collection 

 of poems that mostly sprawl across the page much as the gently 

 rolling hill country of which she writes sprawls across the skyline, 

 among shorter, sharper poems...snap the attention. Others are 

 precisely evocative of the state of being... [like] agoraphobia, being 

 described.  

 

When I met Anne in Calgary at her Memorial Library book launch, I asked 

her about schooling for my son, what she recommended. She gently chortled 

and said she never went to school at all. Then added, by way of explanation, 

“I was home-schooled”. I think this experience explains the depth and 

breadth of her knowledge, the creative impulse (too soon extinguished by 

public school) which was nurtured by the household. It may be no 

coincidence that I subsequently withdrew my son from private school and 

we embarked on that journey of home-schooling when he was fourteen. 

 

In “Theirs Is the Song” the poet depicts seabirds, dead fish, and a woman 

who reading history in part i. This shifts to creation, angels, a God who 

“struggles with equations / trying to balance the universe” in part ii. The 

woman triumphs with a tune, in part iii, because “tomorrow on my way I’ll 

write the words.” (p. 3)  

 

In “Our Sullen Art”, she extols the language of poetry with a boy, “he hum 

humms”; while he sleeps there remains, “those savage cries our violent / our 

pathetic language of poems.” (p. 7) 

 

She contemplates the meaning of the word, as “worm / worm/ worm”; what 

is the word but “latent” or “fishhook”, a steel cone for sewing, a pencil’s 

cone tip for writing? What the word lacks is sound, “it has only a shape” and 



this is represented by “O O O”. The power of the word is personified, “it 

could travel”, even pierce itself. Further, this accumulated “grist / thistle / 

brush / cerise”. Suddenly, in the plural, words are “hive bees”, “a winged 

O”, and “they are flying home”. (p. 9) 

 

In “Fennec”, she assembles the tools of her craft for the purposes of 

designing an alphabet for her new language, a calligraphy based on the 

analogy of her enunciation and “a vixen in heat”. The cursive sprawl is 

personified as “crouch and slink across the page”. Punctuation is left to “a 

pair of pricked-up ears”. (p. 10) 

 

A prose poem of “Her Mother Being Dead in One Way or Another” 

enumerates seven observations, ostensibly about the mother but intrinsically 

about herself. The premise is that we are or become what we are reading, 

whether a novel, historical nonfiction, a poem, “his words deaf” are 

personified, while a woman places herself in harm’s way. The final notation 

chillingly deals with “the emergency”, “chalkline” and “the trend”. 

 

In “Want Of [b] Want Of [D]” she deals with “the compositor’s error” 

through a series of observations, playfully “carmen” and “carmine”, what 

the rose symbolizes or signifies depends on the viewer (reader). What 

remains is “an unvoiced thorn”. An anthem “rising like smoke” for some 

virginal sisters. The point of view is that of aging sisters, devoid of 

vocabulary, “and so we lisp on to the grave”. (p. 13) In an ironic prose poem 

“His Method”, a male would-be-writer is frustrated by his lack of art, instead 

“his method was to bully the poem”, which is ultimately unsuccessful 

“without a script”. (p. 14)  

 

In “Videotape” the poem is aptly visual to display repeated movements 

which are timed to the drumbeat; “Mr. Lecturer” is transposed as “Mr. 

Lecher”. Using half-rhyme and alliteration, the picture itself fades when the 

film has broken this train of thought. However, the pied piper-ishness of the 

story set in Russia is revealed to be more than art and most like flesh and 

sweatiness. 

 

The arrogant man who studies culture with a tape recorder is bemused by the 

poet’s approach. Instead of his gracenotes in black marker, she mocks “his 

professional / ecstasies”, because he is revealed to be a busker working 

occasionally at a luncheonette, even though humans and animals are drawn 

to him. (“The Musicologist”). 



 

A still-life by a flower arranger is compared with the product of a doll 

factory worker (“Hedera Helix —The Spiral”) A boy criticizes the 

shortcomings of drawing. He learns the meaning of art and experience. His 

mother having abandoned him, as a result he colours the paper, “she will 

never be able to escape again.”  

 

History is replete with Saxon heads, the 1066 Battle of Hastings, but metal 

can be reused for zoo cages. Animals rebel, a she-bear. (“The Bear”) A child 

taps out the message of her lost innocence. A male musician expresses his 

lust. (“Flick 1938”) The poet reveals “I could neither knit nor write”. She 

recalls a variation on Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring about the dangers of 

DDT. This was a white powder that my mother and I threw upward toward 

our fruit trees and watched as it tumbled down onto our faces and upper 

shoulders. The poet reflects on “an earnest fellow” she recalls was opposed 

to fluoridation of public water. (“I Put on My Gloves”, p. 29) An excerpt 

from “Risks” is composed of forward slashes (See: Wikipedia, virgule used 

to indicate poetry longer than a line or a play) in an effective effort to have 

the scaffolding or phrasing of the poem show through. The male poet is “L” 

who uses a typewriter, while his relationship flounders. He swears off 

poetics forever, after a tiny glass bead lodges itself in his gullet. (His female 

counterpart is named “Crystal”)  

 

Syllables are “feathery”, pages “thin as /skin”, and “clawmarks” are 

interpreted as words and ciphers. Art is dematerialized, paintings reduced to 

“stained blank spaces on the wall”. Her book is closed and she imagines 

“words and numbers / tight against each other”. (“Evangelium”, p. 33) A 

man regresses to become her child. “The Celt within” her performs, a male 

principle is Angel, she separates herself from the female “green damsel”. 

This is the title poem, because fingers deceive “on their glassy wings rise”. 

(“A House With a Tower”, p. 35. ) 

 

In “Your Child Looks Up” a child grows into a woman overnight. Angels 

deliver the Book of Divisions. The poet speaks in the first-person. She 

bleeds from the afterword. (“Classification”, p. 39) The poet uses italics for 

speech, for unfamiliar words, and for dialogue. She was a caesarean delivery 

and therefore was responsible for the scar on her mother’s boundless body. 

The head of a child appears in the gibbous moon. (“Third Trimester”) Thus a 

daughter was born. A son, “his mouth sealed with a soft / white smegma.” 

(“The Cranes”, p. 43) A stillborn child (“Halinka”). She associates bird 



feeding with the child who withstands her disillusion. (“Mater Dolorosa”) 

Sibling rivalry, even at the moment of conception. (“A Child Looks up”) A 

boy understands (“The Boy at the Upstairs Window”) She feeds and grooms 

a boy who wants to camp out in the wilderness. (“The Cloud”) but fire 

surrounds his head, the family farm a dangerous workplace. The poem as 

prayer venerates a child, his brother, and the tenderness of a hare, 

“concluding “god knows nothing can keep her / from the various predators / 

whose prey she is.” (“The Varying Hare”, p. 51)  

 

The “Honny” is the object of a stream of consciousness from the teller of the 

tales, connected by the passage of time, “up to now”, “now”, “and “so it 

goes”. They appear to be based on memory and the narrator is a fallible, 

although a conscientious parent who cares about how the stories will be 

received. Mother, grandmother, and child represent the intergenerational 

participants. A quiet woman and a wild boy become helpmates, until he 

returns to a feral state in nature. (“Ferret”) The grandmother is a storyteller 

about the prince and the princess. The speaker addresses the grandmother, 

describing her through comparisons and imagines the old woman’s 

childhood. The family storybook has been mended. (“Heroines”) The poet 

cherishes a photo. An elegy for a drowned child aged twelve is an 

unconventional lament. Goldfish reveal a child’s not so secret thoughts. 

Household tasks give way to a metaphysical conceit for “you are a winged 

weedseed” signifying the child. (“Ribgrass”, p. 68) Age penalizes memory. 

(“Nettles”) A ritualized Feast of Recognition” involves flowers and flames. 

(“Childermas Three”)  

 

A section on “Desire” begins with a stranger’s theft, defining desire which 

“is not like a wedding”, meaning lust and a child born out of wedlock. A 

woman almost consumed by her urges is ultimately frustrated. (“Under the 

Glare of the Sun”) Two individuals are symbolically joined together by 

surgery. The Eden is Biblical and their Creation myth eros and thanatos. 

(“Ergot and After”) The poet traces patterns and preserves imprints. (“On 

Parting”) She ponders the meaning of aloneness, much as she was 

previously left to her “solitary pursuits of sewing and sweeping”. (Compare 

“On Loneliness”, p. 81, with “Ferret”) She explores “When a word 

describes, tell me does it become / The thing described?” Further, “Is 

distance itself // The sound of the word—distance, distance?” 

 

 



She marks the day when she concedes to being a lonely and old woman. 

(“On Singleness”) Elsewhere, she self-described as “fat”. A gentleman 

sounds accepting of the physical changes in his wife, although she 

abandoned him. (“Long Distance”) An old wife and a new bitch compete. 

(“Bertha”) A woman appears and changes in the same manner as the egg, 

(inner and outer) from moment to moment. (“Annwen, for T.H.”) 

Agriculture dictates that the pig will be slaughtered, “I can see she trusts 

him”). The same practice applies to women. A pair of women attracts the 

attentions of a man who fantasizes about escaping them. (“Mates”) Only 

brave birds are invited to nest among breasts. Murders are common. 

(“Victims”) The intentions of bees are untoward. (“Aunt’s Story”) A girl 

was seduced and stolen away. (“Early Sorrow”) Wild creatures / eat each 

other / hair and bones and all.” (“Stopover”, p. 99) The one-time lovers 

resemble birds or prey, “As you do now / grasping the blankets / with old 

talons.” (“A Game of Angels”, p. 101) Yes, A Games of Angels is a book 

title. Meatman will have worried dreams. (“Prospect House”, p. 102) She 

reflects on “the tawny stain of speckled age.” (“In the Wilderness”, p. 103)  

 

In the next section “About My War”, the War Cemetery records are 

inadequate. Refugees are fleeing. In “Patrick Valentine”, a soldier directly 

relates a refugee’s story. An angel with black wings appeared to a soldier. 

(“An Offering”, p. 109) War-raped women are stupefied. (“Shrapnel”) He 

succumbs to his wounds. The enemy is man and women fraternize with him. 

(“The Name of Our City”) Backroom songs (“What a Girl Has”), a healer 

brutalizes a head, and grief all emerge in a charnel house. Burning fields, the 

remains are stacked, the partisans tell stories. (“About My War”) She 

repurposes a 1916 bombcase as a vase. (“The Arrangement”) A child tells 

himself a story. (“Summer 1928”)  

 

In “She Importunes God”, an homage to a painting and book title Women 

Reading in Bath, enables God to reappear. However, He became a baby, 

after a marriage at the City Conservatory is consummated. (“Alice Long”) 

The text extends to “and the word came to an end”, of a journey “There was 

no road and no direction” (“Viaticum—The Text”, p. 132). The cruel master 

Demiurge was defeated. “Now there could be no more sky words”. (p. 134) 

A man’s disapproval united the group “against the holy old reprobate”. 

(“Gerald”, p. 135) However, he divided them, “And so he has won our 

souls.” (p. 136) The word may “short, almost square”. (“The Compassion”, 

p. `137) Virgins will be “heavy with full-term child”. (“The Holy Fountain”, 

p. 138) A limerick, “The Man from Toledo concludes, “he melted into her”. 



(p. 140) Granny treats her cat Timothy, until she hears God’s commands. 

(“Granny Looks at the Stars”) Pig Poems are Queenie and Jack Pig. (“Wise 

Queenie, Wise Queen”) A solitary prisoner observes Passover. A woman 

approaches God but is served at a bistro. (“Green”) A man’s dream is 

actually part of “A Girl’s Dreams”. Arguments ensue.  

 

In “Death & Other Abstractions” comparisons are drawn. (“Between One 

Thing and Another”) For example, consider the personification, “nothing / 

more than the earth mooning / her backside to the sun”. (p. 153) This and 

that reality may become difficult to discern. (“Bigos”) The evolutionary 

beginnings “prefigure us”. (“The Restoration”, p. 155) The urban emergency 

service replaces the wildlife with intersections, “full of rural temptations”. 

(“The Farm”, p. 157) Albert dislikes his name, not being a saint's at a 

separate secondary school. (“In the Heat of the Morning”) A holiday morphs 

into a sojourn. (“Paradijslaan”) Both poems, respectively, are about dying. 

The library’s pile “of the largest and longest books” offers comfort. (“On 

Grieving”, p. 161) This at a critical time when libraries are divesting 

themselves of hardback and soft-cover books, the loss of local history. 

 

One’s own funeral comes from “The Usual Dream” (p. 163) The playful 

“i2=I” divines symbols. Imaginary number is paired with imaginary word. A 

woman ponders “she’s not what she seems to be.” (“The Disc”, p. 166) 

Venus arises from the sea. (“The Margin”) A grandmother’s gout and 

arthritis are associated with All Souls’ Day. (“A Celebration”)  

 

In “A Thistle Called Holy” circular journeys resemble “The whole earth 

round”. (“On the Sun”, p. 173) The end of the calendar and seasonal year is 

back-ended. (“Purple”, p. 175) The theme of “The Bees” recurs, their hum is 

menacing. The bats reappear at “Dusk”. A key will be “The Undoing”. An 

old woman’s breasts, a man who “got new teeth” like a child is christened. 

(“Siốn Forest”, p. 182) The prairie is replaced by mountains, “the crumbling 

of peaks.” (“Flatbread”, p. 184) The man, the woman, and the child (“Naked 

on the Shore”) give way to “Our first gods” (a Christian symbol of the 

fishes). A dream about an elephant occurs during spring painting. (“The 

Elephant Dream”) Does the elephant dream too or is this a horror story? 

“The Burning Man” is an event as well as a series of explanations, first 

interpretation, another, than a third. She spies “the colour of an aging man’s 

beard.” (p. 191) The saintly (“The Elect”) are followed by rhetorical 

questions (“What is a Man to Do”). The post-lapsarian “The Fall” deals with 

immigration and identity, her experiences with her father, including her 



presence at his deathbed. As angels are associated with the household 

(“Malus”), the author values memoirs, her inspiration, but reads from a 

prepared script. (“A Thistle Called Holy”). At war the young have lain in the 

grass too long, an act which operates at literal and symbolic levels. 

(“Industrial Park—Midsummer”).  

 

In “On the Nature of History & Angels”, the final poem praises angel desire, 

song, those who have no souls; some have fallen “hell for God and his holy 

ones”. (p. 203). The poet’s voice elaborates on Sunday School, Holy Books, 

and “no New Testament for angels”. (p. 204) Her own direct experience is 

concise but convincing.  

 

Anne published other poetry collections, Doctrine of Signatures, Dogstones, 

Instar, Risks, Rapture of the Deep, and further collaboration with Terrence 

Heath, Journey/Journeé. Her exploration of a writer’s life, The Word, the 

Voice, the Text, an essay collection Sermons on Stones, radio drama, and a 

screenplay are further proof (as if any were required) of her genius. 

 

Her stage play Z: A Meditation on Oppression, Desire, and Freedom, also 

published by Coteau, won the 1995 Saskatchewan Book of the Year. 

 
 
 
NEW MEMBERS:  
 

 



 



 



 



Call for Submissions: from Goddess Pages: A Magazine of Goddess Spirituality in the 

21st Century 

The journal continues to evolve, and currently includes articles, fiction, poetry and 

reviews, but we are interested in hearing from anyone who would like to submit work for 

consideration, including artwork. We’re interested in Goddess-focused work from all 

over the world and do ask that contributions are not too “new age” in tone. We intend this 

journal to reflect a woman-centred, non-patriarchal Goddess spirituality – and 

submissions from Goddess-loving men are also very welcome. 

If possible, please keep articles and fiction to around 2,000 words - or write first to 

discuss. Webspace isn't a problem, but for print we need to be aware of space issues. If 

you're sending artwork or photographs, then please note that you need to own the 

copyright of images, or have permission to use them.  We also need images to be high-

resolution if they're to be used in print - normally 300 dpi or better. Submission dates are 

as follows: 

Summer/Autumn: 30 April 

Winter/Spring: 31 October 

http://www.goddess-pages.co.uk/submission-guidelines/ 

2016 Lowther Submissions 

Book Title First Name Last Name 

My Shoes Are Killing Me Robyn Sarah Biblioasis 

Decline of the Animal Kingdom Laura Clarke ECW Press 

The Pemmican Eaters Marilyn Dumont ECW Press 

Dancing on a Pin Katerina Vaughan Fretwell Inanna Publications 

Terra Incognita Adebe DeRango-Adem Inanna Publications 

A Revision of Forward Wendy McGrath NeWest Press 

The Poison Colour Maureen Hynes Pedlar Press 

Barren the Fury Brenda Leifso Pedlar Press 

A Housecoat Remains Tina Biello Guernica Editions 

Verge Lynda Monahan Guernica Editions 

Ardour Nicole Brossard Coach House Books 

Dear Leader Damian Rogers Coach House Books 

Leaving the Island Talya Rubin  Vehicule Press 

The Exiles' Gallery Elise Partridge House of Anansi  

The Road In is Not the Same 

Road Out Karen Solie House of Anansi  



Kapusta Erin Mouré House of Anansi  

Stone Soup Kate Marshall Flaherty Quattro Books 

Running on the March Wind Lenore Keeshig Quattro Books 

Delirium for Solo Harp Nadine McInnis Buschek Books 

Niche Basma Kavanagh Frontenac House 

Changelings Cassy Welburn Frontenac House 

Still No Word Shannon Webb-Campbell Breakwater Books 

Endangered Hydrocarbons Lesley Battler BookThug 

The pet radish, shrunken Pearl Pirie BookThug 

No Work Finished Here: 

Rewriting Andy Warhol Liz Worth BookThug 

A Spectacular Influence Chantal Neveu BookThug 

Myrmurs: An Exploded Sestina Shannon Maguire BookThug 

nakamowin'sa for the seasons Rita Bouvier Thistledown Press 

Love is not Anonymous Jan Wood Thistledown Press 

Exile on a Grid Road Shelley Banks Thistledown Press 

Questions for Wolf Shannon Quinn Thistledown Press 

Seven Nights with the Chinese 

Zodiac Anna Yin Black Moss Press 

The Snow Kimono Alona Martonfi Inanna Publications 

The Banquet of Donny & Ari: 

Scenes from the Opera Naomi Guttman Brick Books 

Careen  Carolyn Smart Brick Books 

This World We Invented Carolyn Marie Souaid  Brick Books 

Monologue Dogs Meira Cook Brick Books 

Karyotype Kim Trainor Brick Books 

Bedlam Cowslip: The John Clare 

Poems Jeanette Lynes Wolsak & Wynn  

We Can't Ever Do This Again Amber McMillan Wolsak & Wynn  

The Wrong Cat Lorna Crozier McClelland Stewart 

Infinite Citizen of the Shaking 

Tent Liz Howard McClelland Stewart 

A New Index for Predicting 

Catastrophes Madhur Anand McClelland Stewart 

Hacker Packer Cassidy McFadzean McClelland Stewart 

Trio Sarah Tolmie McGill-Queen's  

All the Lovely Broken People Marsha Barber Borealis Press 

hook nancy viva davis halifax McGill-Queen's 

Kingdom Elizabeth Ross Palimpsest Press 

Realignment Ruth Pierson (Roach) Palimpsest Press 

Earth Day in Leith Churchyard Bernadette Rule Seraphim Editions 

Hocus Pocus   The Women Self Published 

Ghost Sick Emily Pohl-Weary Tightrope Books Inc. 



The Year of Our Beautiful Exile Monica Kidd Gaspereau Press Ltd.

Field Noes for the Alpine 

Tundra Elena Johnson Gaspereau Press Ltd.

The Brief Reincarnation of a Girl Sue Goyette Gaspereau Press Ltd.

Talking to the Diaspora Lee Maracle ARP Books 

Into This Holy Estate Mia Anderson Wipfand Stock 

Calling Down the Sky Rosanna Deerchild BookLand Press 

Ex-Ville Rhona McAdam Oolichan Books 

Strange Labyrinth Kat Cameron Oolichan Books 

Waiting for the Albatross Sandy Shreve Oolichan Books 

The Fire Extinguisher Miranda Pearson  Oolichan Books 

A Jar of Fireflies Josie 

Di Sciascio-

Andrews Mosaic Press 

Rue Melissa Bull Anvil Press 

Average Height of Flight Beth Kope Caitlin Press 

He Leaves His Face in the 

Funeral Car Arleen Pare Caitlin Press 

Skeena Sarah de Leeuw Caitlin Press 

For Your Own Good Leah Horlick Caitlin Press 

Marry & Burn Rachel Rose Harbour Publishing 

undercurrent Rita Wong Nightwood Editions 

Floating is Everything Sheryda Warrener Nightwood Editions 

Hastings-Sunrise Brenda Simmers Nightwood Editions 

Eigenheim Joanne Epp Turnstone Press 

The Significance of Moths Shirley Camia Turnstone Press 

Exquisite Monsters K.I. Press Turnstone Press 

Tell: Poems for Girlhood Soraya Peerbaye Pedlar Press 

Now Comes the Lightning Sarah Bernstein Pedlar Press 

Standard Candles Alice Major University of Alberta Press

Rotten Perfect Mouth Eva H.D. Mansfield Press 

The Purpose Pitch Katherine Mockler Mansfield Press 

Last Stop, Lonesome Town Tara Azzopardi Mansfield Press 

de book of Mary Pamela Mordecai Mawenzi House 

Threshold Marilyn Bowering Leaf Press 

Sword Dance Veronica Gaylie Exile Editions 

        

 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL POETS, FOR THEIR POETRY TITLES, 

AND THANK YOU TO THEIR PUBLISHERS. 


